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  Part II Effect of the Pore Pressure on the Stability 

             of Earth Embankments 

                     1. Introduction 

   The stability analyses of an earth embankment with respect to the pore 

pressure consist of the following items  ; 
1) Stability analyses of the dam and the foundation, respectively, during con-

 struction (due to the non-steady pore pressure). 

2)  Stability analysis of the dam for rapid-drawdown of the reservoir (due to 

  the transient pore pressure). 

3) Stability analyses of the dam and the foundation, respectively, for full re-

 servoir (due to the steady seepage pressure). 

   For the last item, the analyses can be easily performed by drawing a 

flow-net for the steady stream flow, and finding the statical head at each point 

in the figure. The author has pointed out, through the experimental studies 

of percolating flow using sand models, that the  local failure near the upper 

portion of the surface of seepage is predominant, in the case of the water-
retaining embankment which consists of cohesionless materials. In these stu-

dies, performing the theoretical investigations concerning these experimental 

results, a proposed equation which gives the critical hydraulic gradient has 

been deduced for this kind of local failure, whereby the mechanism of the 

actual failure of embankments can be  analysed" Further experimental re-

search has been succeeded towards the disaster preventive methods of  em-

bankment design, and a reasonable criterion has been given  adequately12' 

   Among the first item, the author has made a theoretical study for the 

stability analysis of the dam foundation during and just after construction, in 

connection with the execution control of fill  work"' In this study, starting 

from the fundamental theoretical equation of the two-dimensional consolidation, 

the distribution of the pore pressure in the embankment foundation has been 

studied theoretically. Next, by using the above solutions, the plasticity load 

in the foundation where the pore pressure exists has been obtained through-

out the numerical calculation. 

   Thus the remaining problems, the pore pressure coming into existence in
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the earth embankment due to the consolidation of the fill material during con-

struction, and the residual pore pressure after rapid-drawdown of the reser-

voir, are treated as the second part of this paper. 

        2. Distribution of Pore Pressure during or 

                  Just after Construction 

(1) General consideration. 

   In the embankment composed of relatively impervious materials as the 

earth dam, the pore pressure occurs in itself due to the consolidation of soil 

during  construction").  It seems somewhat difficult to estimate the distribution 

of the pore pressure theoretically, comparing with that of the embankment 

foundation which has been tried in the preceding paper. The reason is, that 

the geometry of the surface of earth fill where the boundary conditions should 

be given varies with the construction process, and that it is not easy to obtain 

the solution of two-dimensional consolidation, even if the shape of embank-

ment is very simple. As in some conventional studies for estimating the pore 

pressure during construction of the earth embankment, bold assumptions have 
been used to simplify the complicated problem, these theoretical solutions are 

not always satisfactory when compared with the measured data observed in the 

 field"'") 

   In the author's method, the consolidation process is treated as a heaping 

phenomenon by the sedimentation of unsaturated soils, and he applies the 
approximate solution using a parabolic pressure curve, which has been  proposed 

by  Terzaghi-FrOhlich17) for the mechanism of consolidation of a clay layer 

whose thickness varies with time. Though more rigorous solution has been 

deduced for the mechanism of consolidation of a clay  layerl", it is not neces-

sary to be so rigorous as this in practice. 

   In the solution which has been proposed by  Terzaghi-FrOhlich for the 

consolidation of sedimentary clay layer, the following fundamental assumptions 

are involved  : 

1) one-dimensional consolidation only upwards vertically is treated, 

2) coefficient of consolidation  c=k/rwm, is constant during the sedimentary 

 period, 
3) velocity of sedimentation is constant,
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4) pores of clay layer are fully saturated, as the sedimentation in water is con-

 sidered, and 

5) excess pore pressure curve is assumed as a parabola approximately. 

   Because of these assumptions, it is not possible to apply the above  soiution 

directly to the consolidation of earth fill during construction without some  modi-

fications. Assumptions 2), 3) and 5) are satisfied in this case, whereas it is 

clear that the first assumption of one-dimensional consolidation and the fourth 

of fully  saturation are not established in the construction of embankment.  In 

the author's method, therefore, to modify these assumptions, he considers the 

compressibility of containing air in the soil mass due to the unsaturation and the 

effect of compacting action represented by the  coefficient of earth pressure at 

rest due to the unisotropy of stresses in the earth fill, during one-dimensional 

consolidation until the completion of filling. For the behavior of dissipation 

of the pore pressure after the completion of embankment, it is possible to com-

pute the distribution of the pore pressure in the embankment by the approxi-
mate step-by-step method, transforming the 

fundamental equation of the  two-dimension-                           ..• 1%. ' 
al consolidation into the finite differential 

equation. 

(2) Application of  Terzaghi-FrOhlich's 
  theory. 

   Applying the approximate solution using 

a parabolic pressure curve, which has been 

proposed by  Terzaghi-FrOhlich, to a clay 
layer having the initial trigonometric excess 

pressure, whose apex is on the upper per- Fig. 1 Parabolic pore pressure                                                 curve to a clay layer of initial 
meable boundary, the following solutions are trigonometric excess pressure in 

obtained, referring Fig.  I.  Terzaghi—FrOhlich  's theory. 
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   In the consolidation of sedimentary clay layer, theinitial distribution of 

pore pressure can be regarded as a triangle, whereby the above—mentioned solu-
tion is applicable. The depth of layer h is, however, not constant but increases 

with time, being represented as  ht. On the other hand, the tangential point C 

on the pressure curve in Fig. 1 rises upwards with time, and the vertical com-

ponent of its velocity is 

                v dhe =/3c         dtV —
2t ,  (2) 

and the constant velocity of sedimentation is 

                    dht         =const.  (3) 

The difference of these two values divides the mechanism of consolidation. As 
is seen from Eq. (2), the velocity of consolidation  ye is independent of the 
thickness of clay layer ;  ye is infinite  when  t=  0, and decreases with time. 
From Eq. (1) it can be seen that Eq. (2) holds only when 0�t- 6—1h2t•So 

                                                   c the minimum  vc is 

                          3c            V c ,min= —h
e-  (4) 

   From the above consideration, it is concluded that, when  vs>vc,,,“n there 

is no effect of increasing thickness of layer on the consolidation. In other 

words the conclusion is that, there is a definite relation between the velocity of 

sedimentation  vs  (cm/sec) and the coefficient of consolidation c  Ccm2/secD, 

where in  vs>3c/ht, the increase of thickness of the layer has no effect on the 

consolidation, and in the initial state of  vs<3c/ht, the both interact each other. 

Investigating this relationship between sedimentation and consolidation,  Terzaghi— 

FrOhlich have shown, from the character of the parabolic pressure curve, that 

the time t2 after which the mutual interference diminishes is  : 

 12—  1.41 ti = 1.41-3— (5) 
                                             v;?.
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  The author draws Fig. 2 to  t,  he 

facilitate  oar understanding of 
//5rr 

the above-mentioned relation- 

ship. The figure illustrates the 

relation between time : t, height I t of sedimentation :  ht, height of  6 ,                                                14=ado8t/ t 
 point  C  :  he,  velocity  of  sedimen- 4_  1  It:  dt 

tation  :  v5,  velocity  of  consoli-  glAc-- coast 
dation :  ve,  Ve,mtn, and inter- 

                                                                                                       = granular pressure :  pt. As des-l7,hr                                             V  lie 
cribed above, at the initial state  vs; 
of sedimentation, as the velocity Fig. 2 Correlation between several variables 

                                      duringand just after construction of em- of consolidation  v  c is greater                                               bankment. 
than that of sedimentation  v„ 

the both interfere with each other till t2 which is given in Eq. (5), and only 

in the case of  t>t2, the increase of the depth of layer has no effect on the 

consolidation of soils. Consequently, in order to make  the computation of con-

solidation more precisely, it is necessary to make the modification to the time 

factor as large as  41  =  0.41  t1. 

(3) Pore pressure during construction. 

 Neverthless, it seems to be of little use to apply this consideration to the 

consolidation of fill material of the actual embankment. The reason is that, 

in the construction of the earth embankment, as the speed of filling  vs is pretty 

large, compared with the coefficient of consolidation c, in contrary  to the geolo-

gical sedimentation of earth ground, the time  t2 given by Eq. (5) is very small, 
accordingly the modification of the time factor is still small in practice. For 

example, on  Fresno Dam (in U.S.A.) to which the author tries numerical cal-

culation, whose height  hr  =  15 m, construction  period  tr  =3 months, speed of 

filling  vs  =  15m/3 months  =  1.93  x  10-4 cm/sec, and coefficient of consolidation 

c  =lx  10-3 cm2/sec (assuming this value from the dam material of clay gravel), 

we obtain from Eq. (5)  t2=  1.14  X  106  sec  =  31.6  hr, being very small compared 

with the whole construction period of  tr  =  3 months, and  Lit  =0.41  ti  =  3 .30  x  101 
 sec  =  9.16  hr only. 

   Fig. 3 (a) shows the result of calculating the distribution of pore pressure 

in Fresno Dam just  after completion of 3 months' construction, under the
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            Fig. 3 Distribution of pore pressure in the embankment of 
              1  : 3—slope ; (a) just after 3—months' construction and 

              (b) after 1—year from completion. 

above-mentioned consideration. At the calculation, the left half of the sym-

metrical dam is divided into 24  x 8 lattices, and the pore pressure at every 

nodal point just after dam construction is obtained, using Eq. (1) to each 

vertical column thus divided. Values marked beside each nodal point represent 

the pore pressure, using the dam height as the measuring unit. In this figure 

the time factor is 

                -zit)c(ti-0 .41 ti)       -=3 .44x 10-3.        h2h2 

   Provided that the overall pore pressure coefficient B, which has been intro-

duced by Skempton-Bishop,  i. e. 

         zlw  
 daJaa)           —=13=B-(1- (1- A)(1- -7 ,t  (6)    l aal 

is adopted for clay gravel, considering the unsaturation of fill material 

and the unisotropy of stresses in the embankment as explained later, and assum-

ing the  unit weight of  fill material  rs=  1.7  g/cm3, equi-pressure lines in Fig. 

3(a) are shown in piezometric height, whereas the measured data in the field
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are given in Fig. 4(a). 
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       Fig. 4 Measured data of the distribution of pore pressure in Fresno Dam 
         due to  construction ; (a) just after 3-months'  construction and (b) after 
          1-year from completion. 

(4) Pore pressure after construction. 

   When the distribution of pore pressure in the embankment just after com-

pletion has obtained as above, then the behavior of dissipation of the pore 

pressure is known as follows ; the fundamental differential equation of two-
dimensional consolidation 

 a  w(a2wi _
ay2a2w)         at - cax2') (7) 

is transformed into the following finite differential equation  : 

 wo(t+  di)  =  18(w  1  +  w  2+  w3  +  w  4  -  4w  0)  ±  wo(t)  , 

         where                 ,c. at         ' (8h)-,  ax=ay=ah (8) 

The smaller the distance between nodal points of lattices Oh and also the time 

interval  at are taken, the more precise the solution of this equation  becomes"' 

   To know the distribution of residual pore pressure in Fresno Dam after 

one year from completion (i. e. after fifteen months from starting of the con-

struction), the numerical calculation is performed. Using  ah=hr/8=  187.5 cm,
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 81  =  1  month  =  2.59  x  106sec, i. e.  13  =c  •  at/  (a  h)2  =  0.0737, the approximate step-
by-step method of twelve reiteration has been succeeded for all 108 nodal 

points. The result is given in Fig. 3(b) and the observation in the field is 
shown in Fig. 4(b). Comparing with each figure, owing to the existence of 
some permeable stratum adjacent to the dam base in the latter, the dissipation 
of pore pressure is sooner than the former. 

   As is seen by Fig.  .3 and Fig. 4, the high pore pressure remains in the 
embankment just after completion or for a considerable period after that. The 
author has tried a theoretical study on the execution control of  fill work on a 
soft foundation, as summarized in 1., but it is also necessary to study the same 
consideration even when the fill material consolidates itself. Though the above 
Fresno Dam was finished in three months actually, if the construction would 
last over one year slowly, the distribution of pore pressure is shown in Fig. 5 

(a) for just after completion and in Fig. 5(b) for three months after (i. e. 
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      Fig. 5 Distribution of pore pressure in the embankment of 1  : 3—slope  ; 
         (a) just after 1—year's construction and (b) after 3—months from 

          completion. 

after fifteen months from starting of the construction), in which the pore pres-

sure is pretty  .small except in the central part of the embankment.  In this 

virtual case, the speed of filling is  vs  =15  m/1  year  =4.74  x  10-5  cm/sec, and the



time factor at the completion is  T„=1.36  x  10-2 At the calculation of Fig. 5 

(b),  R=0.0737 is used as the same as in Fig. 3(b). 

   As is described in the preceding  part of this paper, the large amount of 

residual strength is reserved in the central part of the wedge-shaped embank-

ment. As in the slope regions, however, the reserve is very small, in the case 

of slow dissipation of pore pressure due to the high speed of filling, it is nec-

essary  that the execution speed is lowered to decrease the pore pressure, as 

is shown in the above numerical calculations. 

(5) Determination of pore pressure coefficient. 

    Pore pressures coming into existence during construction under considera-

tion and after rapid-drawdown of the reservoir described later, occur by the 

change of the principal stresses in the earth embankment.  Skempton2°) has 

given next representation of this relationship. 

 dw=B(46s+A(dai—da3)),  (9) 

wherein A, B are the pore pressure coefficients. As is shown in Fig . 6, the 

       pj  461  4_49  p+46,1 

 +  
40; 

 d 

 Undrained  Test  dk/a"  dWd  4W=4 14;4-44/d 

 Drained  Test  dVa  dVd  4  V  =  d  Ver  -1-ad 

                  Fig. 6 Pore pressures in the triaxial test. 

change of pore pressure  4w can be considered as the sum of the pore pres-

sures by the change  of ambient stress  463 and of deviator stress  (Jai—  da3) . 
Thus Eq. (9) is  : 

 4w=t1wa+dwd,  (10) 

and the pore pressure coefficients are  : 

 B=ziwa  4
63' 

 A•B— zlw,, (11)  d
al—  das 

   In computing the pore pressure during the fill construction or after rapid-

drawdown of the reservoir, Eq. (9) is conveniently transformed into Eq . (6) 
by  Bishop21)  B in this equation is called the overall pore pressure coefficient .
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Generally the  coefficient A is smaller than unity and in many cases is nearly 

equal to zero. As  ztas<dryi in the earth embankment under construction, the 

overall coefficient B is smaller than the coefficient B. 

   The author has measured the overall pore pressure coefficient B, using the 

triaxial compression apparatus for three kinds of soil ; coarse sand, silty sand 

and disturbed clay. In the measurement, the applied stress has been increased 

in two stages so as to use Eq. (9). The procedure is that, as is shown in 

Fig. 6, in the first stage, the specimen is consolidated under the all-round 

effective pressure  p and then the change of the pore pressure  dwa accompani-

ed with the application of the change of the ambient  pressure  ders under the 

undrained condition is measured. In the second stage, the change of deviator 

stress  (dal-  da3) is given to the  specimen, and the corresponding change of 

the pore pressure  dic,i is measured. The measurement of the pore pressure 

has been performed by the porous pilot installed in the middle height of the 

specimen, which has been led to the manometer of no-flow type. The result 

is tabulated in Table 1. 

             Table 1 Pore pressure coefficient measured by triaxial tests. 

 p(kg/cm2)  do-3(kg/cm2)  zlwa(kg/cm2) B  zIcri(kg/cm2)  divd(kg/cm2) B 

 Coarse sand 2.0 0.2 0.10 0.50 0.50 0.08  0.36 

 Silty sand 2.0 0.2 0.03  X0.15 0.40 0.02  0.1251 
 Clay  (disturbed.) 2.0 0.5 0.45 0.90 0.95 0.20  0.681 

   The overall pore pressure coefficient B is much larger in clay than in 
sandy soil. For the clay,  B=0.68 has been obtained in the remolded state. 
This specimen is the  .pure  clay from Osaka alluvial stratum. As the fill mate-
rial in the actual embankment is considered to have greater permeability,  B=0.6 
has been adopted  in the preceding numerical calculations. 

(6) Stability computation. 

   The  author has performed the stability computation for an earth embank-
ment just after construction, which has a symmetrical section of 1 : 3-slope, 
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 7(a) shows the distribution of pore pressure in the 
embankment, which is drawn from Fig. 3(a), taking the overall pore pressure 
coefficient  B  =  0,6  as is described  above. Assuming the  mechanical properties
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        Fig. 7 Distribution of (a) actual pore pressure, (b) permissible pore 

          pressure and (c) factor of safety in the embankment of 1  • 3—slope 
           just after construction. 

of the fill material as  Ki  =1.0, tan  yo=0.5  (co  =  26°34') and  C=O, the permis-
sible or critical pore pressure is shown in Fig. 7(b), calculating from the resid-
ual shearing resistance explained in the preceding part of this paper. The 
ratio of the permissible pore pressure (Fig. 7(b)) to the actual pore pressure 
(Fig. 7(a)) gives a factor of safety of the embankment  jilst after construction, 
with respect to the failure due to pore pressure. Fig.  7(e) shows this value, 
where it is known that, in spite of the great magnitude of residual strength in 
the central part of the embankment, the factor of safety is small in this part, 

because  the pore pressure occuring during construction has a considerable 

value.
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   In this calculating example, in order to compare with the measured  data 

on Fresno Dam, the construction period is assumed three months for which 

Fig. 3(a) is applicable. But the larger period of construction gives higher 

factor of safety than that of Fig. 7(c). 

     3. Distribution of Residual Pore Pressure after Rapid-

               Drawdown of the Reservoir 

(1) Pore pressure and residual strength after  rapid-drawdown. 

   Among the various data of earth dam failure, sloughing of upstream slope 

due to rapid-drawdown of the reservoir  is one of the most predominant causes, 

whereof many old-typed French earth dams have been  destroyed22). This 

type of failure  'is not disastrous generally, but it is costly for restoration. 

 In this case, the reason why  the earth embankment becomes unstable is 

that, in consequence of  having discharged the water load, the residual strength 

is being decreased remarkably, by the decrease of total normal stresses and of 

the insufficient decrease of the pore pressure that should be accompanied with 

that of the former. 

   The author draws Fig. 8 to explain the mechanism of this earth dam 

                                      RfR
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         Fig. 8 Mohr's stress circles and residual strengths in the embankment 
           before and after drawdown. 

failure. This figure shows Mohr's circles at any point in a soil element near 

the upstrem slope, from which the position of stress circle and the residual 

strength just after drawdown and in the following period are cleared, referring 

Table 2. 

   As is shown in Fig. 8, at the instance of rapid-drawdown, it is known 
that the residual strength in the embankment decreases, resulting that the struc-
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       Table 2  "Relation between stresses, pore pressure and residual strength in 
         the earth embankment before and after drawdown. 

                     Before drawdown Just  of  ter drawdown  Af  ter lapse 

  Total stresses  0'10,  0-30  al,  0'3 

 Pore pressure  wo  w  TV—.0 

 Effective stresses  0-10  0'30'  0-1  "0-1,  0-3 

  Residual strength  Ro  R(  <Ro) 

ture approaches to its dangerous state. 

   Though the intensity of the residual pore pressure is variable by the ge-

ometry of the embankment, physical properties of the material and the degree 

of compaction, it is possible to express these factors by a unique coefficient. 

The residual pore pressure just after rapid-drawdown is given in the following 

form, referring Fig. 9 : 

                                                  , 

            PhreaDcfine 

        ETru,-potent'alI 115 
 before  drawdown 

 /A  'A  An  It  /A  /A  /A  /A  /A  IA  /  AA 

                    Fig. 9  hs,  hw and  h' before  drawdown. 

 W  =  rw{h,  +h.(1  —  B)  —h'}  (12) 

   As is seen from Eq. (12), the smaller the value of the overall pore pressure 

coefficient  B is, the larger the pore pressure w remains, and the embankment 

becomes unstable, whereas from Eq. (6) when  A  =1,  B  =  B  =1 and for  A<1 , 
 BBB, resulting B>1. As a safe side, taking  B=1 follows  : 

 w  =  rw(hs  —  h')  (13) 

This gives the residual pore pressure of the worst case. It should be noted 

that in this case, B is less than unity but, as its magnitude depends on the 

sign of the change in stress, the values of A and B measured in the conven-

tional undrained test with increasing principal stresses as is described in 2.  (5) 
are not applicable. 

   In order to estimate the residual pore pressure after rapid-drawdown of 

 the reservoir from Eq. (13), the potential drop h'  iri Fig. 9 should be  known
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at each situation in the earth embankment, drawing the  flow-ner  of steady see-

page flow at full reservoir. There are various means of establishing the flow-
net in the embankment, among which the author applies the relaxation method, 

which has been developed by  Southwell23', to Fresno Dam described in the 

preceding article. Fig. 10 illustrates the distribution of residual pore pressure 
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     Fig. 10 Distribution of residual pore pressure in the upstream region of the 
       embankment of 1 3—slope just after rapid—drawdown. 

in the upstream region just after rapid-drawdown calculated by Eq. (13). In 

the figure, equi-potential lines and equi-pressure lines before drawdown and 

equi-potential lines after drawdown are marked, in connection with equi-pres-

sure lines after drawdown under consideration. 

   From the above calculation it is known that, at the instance just after 

rapid-drawdown of the reservoir, in spite of the remarkable decrease of total 

normal stresses in the upstream region, pretty large amount of the residual 

pore pressure exists, making the reserve strength in the embankment extremely 
small. To prevent the dam failure by this effect, it can be known that, as 

well as the installation of an adequate filter-drain at the toe of upstream slope 

to decrease the pore pressure, the definition of a permissible speed of the draw-

down of the water level, or the limitation of partial discharge instead of in-

tegral discharge is an important factor in the design and the hydraulic treat-

ment of the earth embankment24) 

(2) Stability computation. 

   For example, the stability computation after rapid-drawdown of the reser-
voir for an earth embankment is performed, which has a symmetrical section 

of  1  : 3-slope shown in Fig. 3. From the above-mentioned consideration, the 

overall pore pressure coefficient B corresponding to the stress change of draw-

down is adopted  B=1 for the sake of safety. Fig. 11(a), (b) shows the dis-
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tribution of the pore pressure before and just after drawdown, respectively, 

copying from Fig. 10. Fig. 12(a), (b) is the distribution of the permissible 

pore pressure calculated from the residual shearing resistance, using tan  5o=0.5 
 (co  =26°34') and C=0 (K=1.0 for (a) and K=0.7 for (b)). In Fig. 13(a), 

(b), the factor of safety of the embankment before and after drawdown is 
shown, respectively, which represents the ratio of the permissible pore pressure 

in Fig. 12 to the actual pore pressure in Fig. 11. 

   As is seen from calculating example, the factor of safety at the upstream 

toe just after drawdown decreases extremely,  'resulting the danger of sloughing 

to be approached. Therefore, the stability of the embankment against rapid-

drawdown should be established by the installation of the filter-drain at this 

part, or by the reasonable treatment of discharging the reservoir. 

                      4. Conclusion 

   In the present part of this paper, among the effects of the pore pressure 

on the stability of earth embankments, an analytical study is performed for the 

pore pressure coming into existence due to the consolidation of fill material 
during construction, and for the residual pore pressure after rapid-drawdown
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of the reservoir, respectively. In the result, it is known that such pore pres-

sures have a serious effect on the stability of the earth embankment, according 

to the numerical calculations for the above both criteria. And the conclusion 

is that, as well as the design of the adequate drainage to accelerate the dissi-

pation of the pore pressure, the critical permissible pore pressure must be 

checked in the execution control of earth embankment and the treatment of 

drawdown of the reservoir. 
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